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Abstract 

Transforming your living space doesn't always require a major renovation. With a few simple 

do-it-yourself hacks, you can enhance both the functionality and aesthetics of your home. 

Consider installing adhesive hooks to keep clutter off the floor, creating a stylish and 

organized entryway. Or repurpose old containers as storage solutions, giving your belongings 

a designated place while reducing clutter. Another easy upgrade is adding a fresh coat of 

paint to furniture or walls, instantly revitalizing any room. These small but effective changes 

can make a big difference in improving your daily life within your home. 

 

1. Introduction 

Maximize the natural light in your home by strategically placing mirrors opposite windows, 

bouncing light around and making rooms feel brighter and more spacious. Additionally, 

invest in smart lighting solutions such as dimmer switches or motion-sensor lights to tailor 

illumination to your needs and save energy. For a cozy touch, layer rugs over hardwood or 

tile floors to add warmth and texture while also muffling noise. These simple yet effective 

DIY hacks can significantly enhance the ambiance and functionality of your living space, 

elevating your everyday living experience. 

 

2. Home Organization Hacks That'll Make Your Space Feel More Relaxing  

Homes get messy—that's just a part of life. But that mess, as normal as it is, can quickly get 

out of hand and become a seemingly insurmountable problem. An excess of clutter and 

mess can affect our ability to feel comfortable in our own spaces. That's why having 

methods for home organization in Sydney is so important. By implementing some home 

organization hacks, like utilizing multi-functional storage, designating a space for everything, 



and labeling items clearly, you can transform your home into a more relaxing and peaceful 

environment. And even when things get messy again (which they will), you'll be better 

equipped with solutions to get your home back in order. 

 

So, keep reading for our some of our best home organization ideas to help you make the 

most of your space. 

What You'll Need 

 Materials 

 Patience 

 A free afternoon or weekend 

Storage containers, bins, and multi-purpose furniture 

Instructions 

Declutter Your Home 

Clear the counters. 

One of the fastest ways to remove clutter from your home is to clear your countertops and 

surfaces of anything that's unnecessary or out of place. Walk around your house with an 



empty bin or basket and collect these miscellaneous items, and putting them back where 

they belong as you go. 

Get rid of items you don't use. 

The next step requires a bit more time and energy, but it's worth it. Empty your drawers, 

cabinets, closets, and more spaces where you store clutter and take inventory of the things 

you really need—and the things you really don't. Put the items you no longer use or need 

into bags or boxes designated for donating or throwing away. 

Create a Designated Space for Everything 

Take everything out of drawers, cabinets, and closets. 

 

It's going to get worse before it gets better. You've probably heard it before, but that age-old 

saying is especially true when it comes to home organization in Sydney. But in order to truly 

organize all of the cluttered and chaotic areas of your home, you need to first take 

everything out of the spaces where things tend to pile up. So, completely empty your 

drawers, cabinets, and closets (you do different rooms and areas at different times), so that 

you can see what you're working with. 

Put like items together. 

Now that your storage spaces are emptied out, you can start putting things back. Make sure 

to put like items together and give each category of items a designated shelf, drawer, or 

location. For example, in the kitchen, it makes sense to put all of your glassware in the same 

area, so you know exactly where to go when you're thirsty. And in your closet, it helps to 



hang all your jackets together, so you can see all your options at once when you need to pick 

an outer layer. 

Utilize Vertical Space 

Utilize walls, ceilings, and the back of doors. 

To truly optimize the space you live in, consider every square inch of your home as a storage 

or organization opportunity. Look beyond your existing built-ins and furniture to think about 

different ways you can use your wall space, the back of closet or cabinet doors, and even the 

negative space between your ceiling and your floors. For example, hanging a rack for pots 

and pans from the ceiling or on an empty wall is a perfect solution to that overcrowded and 

unorganized cabinet in your kitchen. 

Invest in vertical storage solutions. 

A hanging pots-and-pans rack, a wall-mounted hat and coat rack, an office wall organizer, 

and more vertical storage items like this are worthwhile investments to clear up space in 

your home. 

Use Baskets and Containers 

 

Corral loose electronics and supplies. 

Go around your home and identify the items that are haphazardly stacked, piled, or 

clustered on your shelves or in cabinets. (These would be the functional non-decor items—

like extra chargers and electronics, or medical supplies—that you need, but don't have a 



great way to store.) Collect these items and start arranging them by category to see how 

many different storage containers you need. 

Find baskets and containers that match your decor. 

Organization doesn't have to be an eyesore. Invest in quality storage baskets or containers 

that align with your decor style so that you can seamlessly incorporate organization 

strategies throughout your home. Use these containers to give a home to those items that 

were loose or untidy. 

Make Use of Wall Space 

Add floating shelves. 

Wall shelves can be a great asset for both added storage and decor. You can use them 

display knickknacks and books, and you can hang them in areas where you don't have much-

needed cabinetry or shelves. For example, if there's unused wall space above your washer or 

dryer, consider adding a shelf above to store supplies. 

Mount racks and hooks. 

 



Empty wall space is also a great opportunity to make up for closet space that's lacking in 

your home. For example, if you're missing a common-space closet, or don't have enough 

room in your bedroom closet, you can utilize wall-mounted racks and hooks to hang extra 

items. 

Utilize the Backs of Doors 

Organize clothing accessories. 

Over-the-door organizers can be particularly useful for those extra clothing items that don't 

have a clear home in Sydney, like purses, scarves, belts, and more. Adding one of these to 

the inside of a closet door can help utilize extra closet space and will keep clutter hidden 

when the door is closed. 

Corral bathroom supplies. 

An over-the-door towel rack is a common way to use up back-of-the door space in smaller 

bathrooms. But, that space can also be especially useful for organizing extra bathroom 

supplies when you're short on cabinet space. We especially love this customizable storage 

rack from The Container Store, which provides a spot for extra toilet paper rolls, cleaning 

products, hand towels, and more. 

Use Hooks and Pegboards 

Declutter entryway tables and surfaces. 

Entryways quickly get cluttered with all of the items we unload and toss to the side when we 

get home. Utilizing hooks and pegboards—especially ones with designated areas for hanging 

keys and purses, or setting down mail—in the entryway can be a great way to keep some of 

those items from cluttering up nearby surfaces or the floor. 

Hang miscellaneous supplies and tools. 

Hooks and pegboards can also be useful in often overlooked spaces, like storage and utility 

closets. Use hooks and hanging wall organizers to create a more tidy system for things like 

brooms, mops, trash bags, and more items that tend to pile up without order. 

Invest in Multi-Purpose Furniture 

Add storage to your entryway. 

Your furniture should work double duty—especially in the entryway. A multi-purpose 

furniture piece, like a storage bench with a spot to put on and store shoes, can help 

streamline your routine and make your home look much less cluttered. 



Incorporate seating and stools with hidden storage. 

Just like a clever storage bench in the entryway, storage furniture can be incorporated all 

throughout your home. Consider adding an ottoman with hidden storage in the living room, 

or investing in a bed with added storage for off-season clothing. 

 

3. Decorating Hacks For Every Room Of Your Home 

 

What do you think of when you hear the word 'redecorating'? Maybe it's a full renovation, a 

knees-deep project that involves dust, dirt and DIY – in other words, something that requires 

time, money and a lot of effort. But, despite what you might think, redoing your space need 

not involve any of that (phew!). The simplest ideas can be the most effective – whether it's 

saying goodbye to old prints and hello to new, or rolling down a new rug, you can change the 

look and feel of a room in minutes and we've got the tips on how to do it. So if this sounds 

like your kind of redo, cast your eyes this way... 

Handy hacks for the living room 

• Just add art 

If you've got some prints up already, why not switch them up? There's a never-ending range 

of affordable options to choose from. Or if you're feeling crafty, you could try creating your 



own masterpiece. From an abstract piece to a minimalist and modern creation, grab a 

canvas and see where the mood takes you. 

• Roll out a rug 

Got a large, open expanse of floor space? Or working with a square footage that's a bit 

smaller? Either way, a rug can make your room feel extra cosy, give the floors a lift and help 

inject some colour and texture – all with minimal expense and time. It can even help zone 

your area. Rugs really are the gifts that keep on giving. 

• Rearrange the room 

Here's an idea that doesn't cost a thing, just your muscle power and enough motivation to 

move your furniture. Believe us when we say it's absolutely possible to make your room feel 

new and exciting by shifting your current furniture around and restyling shelves. Doing so 

can help maximise the space and improve the flow. 

Handy hacks for the kitchen 

 

• Paint effects 

Hit refresh on the hub of your home with a lick of paint on your walls. Kitchens are busy 

places. And with food splatters, oil stains and general wear and tear to compete with, they 

can quickly become dated. But it's possible to lift your four walls and on a budget. 



• Happy handles 

We've said it before and we'll say it again: kitchen handles can switch up the whole look and 

feel of your cookspace. Want to create an industrial vibe? Opt for matt black. Prefer 

something more in keeping with the countryside? Choose some antique brass options for 

the win. Or, for a more eco-friendly fix, consider spray-painting your existing handles. 

• Take on textiles 

Instead of getting messy or mucky with paint, give your kitchen a revamp with textiles. Think 

tablecloths and tea towels you can display on your oven and matching oven mitts you can 

hang. It might sound simple (because it is) but these additions can make a welcome impact – 

and quickly. 

Handy hacks for the home office 

 

• Plant power 

A happy workspace = a happy worker. And if there's one office addition that's bound to 

improve your mood (and the mood of the room), it's adding a plant or two. But we're not 

adding extra work to your plate. If you struggle to keep indoor foliage alive, topping the list 



of houseplants that are easy to look after are succulents, aloe vera and a snake plant. Take 

your pick... 

• Work of art 

After a room with a view? Instead of renovating or redecorating, show your walls some love 

by putting up your favourite prints, posters or photos of all the good times. You could even 

make a gallery wall of your own qualifications, certificates or achievements if that's your 

vibe. Or place your #goals front and centre to inject some inspo into your 9 to 5. 

• Storage space 

It's no secret that a cluttered workspace can have a negative impact on productivity. So 

boost your brain power and help keep things clutter free by investing in some storage for all 

your office needs. Whether it's a cupboard, under-the-desk drawers or shelves, tidying your 

space and restoring some order will make your office/work area feel as good as new. 

Handy hacks for the bedroom 

 

• Boost your bedding 

Let's face it, nothing beats the feel of a clean and freshly made bed, so go one step further 

and breathe life back into your bedroom by investing in a new set of sheets. Whether you 

choose a printed pattern, a bold colour or stick to a fresh white set, redecorating your sleep 

space has never been so easy. Now to make the bed... 



• Style your side table 

You might not even have to head out to the shops in Sydney (or venture into cyberspace) to 

tick off this decorating idea. Have a search around your home for items you can style your 

bedside table with. Arrange a stack of unread books, add a spare candle and finish off with a 

lamp that needs a new resting place. 

• Cover in cushions 

If you're after a boudoir update that will take just minutes, look no further. Give your 

bedspread a much-needed revival by arranging some cushions on top. Yes, you will have to 

wrestle them off the bed each time you want to sleep but just think how pretty they'll look. 

 

4. Kitchen Life-Hacks That Are Absolutely Genius 

 

Are you a home chef?  Do you look forward to the time you spend in the kitchen, whipping 

up your newest concoction?  Whether you’re a veteran or a novice, whether you’re the next 

at-home Rachel Ray or you can’t tell a teaspoon from a tablespoon, everyone can use some 

handy tricks to make cooking easier. 

Have you ever wondered why a recipe that says it takes an hour to make online ends up 

taking you an hour and a half in your own kitchen?  Oftentimes it’s because the person who 

wrote that recipe knew some handy tips and tricks that you didn’t.  If you are ready to take 

your cooking skills to the next level, read on.  We will teach you 45 amazingly simple and 

genius kitchen hacks that will transform the way you cook forever! 



Bake bacon in the oven. 

Ever wonder why the bacon you get at a restaurant is always evenly and consistently cooked 

with no annoying raw ends? Ever wonder why the middles don’t get all crumbly or hard and 

overcooked? The difference is all in the cooking. Whereas most home chefs fry up bacon on 

the frying pan, most restaurant workers bake it in the oven. Try it out at 400 to 420 degrees 

Fahrenheit and be amazed! 

Slice a lot of cherry tomatoes simultaneously. 

Cherry tomatoes add a delicious splash of flavor and color to any dish—but slicing them in 

half is really difficult if you have to do it one at a time. But you don’t! Not with this handy 

little kitchen hack. Have two plastic lids that are the same size? Good. Put a bunch of cherry 

tomatoes on one of the lids (have it so the inner part of the lid is facing up). Now, put the 

other lid on top to sandwich them inside. Hold the lid down, grab a knife, and cut through all 

of them at once. Pull off the lid, and all your cherry tomatoes will be sliced neatly and 

cleanly. 

Make an orange candle. 

 

Want to knock someone’s socks off at a dinner party or a date? This kitchen hack is for place 

settings, not for food preparation, but it still involves food. Instead of grabbing a candle and 

putting it on the dinner table, why not grab an orange instead? 

Yes, oranges can be made into candles, and quite simply too. Start by slicing your orange in 

half. Do not slice through the part where the stem was—that part will become your “wick” 

inside the orange, so you want to slice perpendicularly to that part. Next, remove the flesh 

from inside the orange, but be careful not to remove the part that sticks out inside where 

the stem used to connect. This becomes the “orange wick.” Now, pour a little oil into the 

orange half. Olive oil works great. Then use a lighter and light the “wick.” You will have an 

orange half acting as a candle, burning the oil. 



You can get fancy with this by cutting the orange half with patterns edges. Or you can take 

the other half and remove the flesh from it as well, and then use it to cover the bottom half. 

Cut a hole on top so that the flame is uncovered. Make the whole fancy if you want. The 

orange candle looks beautiful, luminous and clever, and will impress anybody who eats with 

you. 

Pancake patterning trick. 

 

Drizzling pancake batter into whimsical patterns using an icing dispenser isn’t the only 

pancake hack in our kitchen cabinet. Another easy one is cookie cutters, the same ones you 

use to make sugar cookies over the holidays. Simply place them on your frying pan, pour the 

batter inside the outlines, and watch as your pancakes rise in amazing shapes. Of course, 

they will largely be shaped like Christmas trees, snowmen, and gingerbread men, but this 

makes them the perfect holiday breakfast treat! 

Oh yeah, and before we forget, you can totally do this with eggs too when you’re cooking 

sunny-side up. Just pour them into the cookie cutters and watch as they shape perfectly (and 

what’s arguably even better, cook evenly). 

Save your guacamole from going brown. 

Guacamole is delicious, but it can be a bit tricky to preserve. It goes brown and also changes 

flavor when it is exposed to oxygen. If you want to prevent this, you can put your leftover 

guacamole in a container, and then add a thin layer of water to the top. The water acts as a 

protective barrier, and prevents the guacamole from reacting with the oxygen in the air. 

Pour the water out of the container when you are ready to eat it. The guacamole will stay 

green and delicious. 

While we’re at it, microwaving guacamole ruins it really fast. Whenever you have leftover 

Mexican food, try and store the guacamole separately so that you won’t have any of it 



heating up and getting ruined in the microwave. If it is already with the rest of your food, 

scoop as much of it out as you can, heat up your food, and then put the guacamole back on 

top of it after you take it out of the microwave. This will keep it fresh, green and delicious. 

Soften butter in minutes. 

 

You’re getting ready for a dinner party, and you’re finally getting everything out on the table. 

You realize then you forgot to pull the butter out of the fridge. You take it out, and of course 

it’s hard as a rock. But dinner is in two minutes! What do you do? Nobody likes cold butter 

that is impossible to cut. It turns out there is a perfect solution which allows you to soften 

your butter without melting it, and it only takes a couple of minutes. This is an easy way to 

make your dinner guests happy. 

Save your guacamole from going brown. 

Guacamole is delicious, but it can be a bit tricky to preserve. It goes brown and also changes 

flavor when it is exposed to oxygen. If you want to prevent this, you can put your leftover 

guacamole in a container, and then add a thin layer of water to the top. The water acts as a 

protective barrier, and prevents the guacamole from reacting with the oxygen in the air. 

Pour the water out of the container when you are ready to eat it. The guacamole will stay 

green and delicious. 

While we’re at it, microwaving guacamole ruins it really fast. Whenever you have leftover 

Mexican food, try and store the guacamole separately so that you won’t have any of it 

heating up and getting ruined in the microwave. If it is already with the rest of your food, 

scoop as much of it out as you can, heat up your food, and then put the guacamole back on 

top of it after you take it out of the microwave. This will keep it fresh, green and delicious. 



Soften butter in minutes. 

You’re getting ready for a dinner party, and you’re finally getting everything out on the table. 

You realize then you forgot to pull the butter out of the fridge. You take it out, and of course 

it’s hard as a rock. But dinner is in two minutes! What do you do? Nobody likes cold butter 

that is impossible to cut. It turns out there is a perfect solution which allows you to soften 

your butter without melting it, and it only takes a couple of minutes. This is an easy way to 

make your dinner guests happy. 

Just get a small glass and warm it up, then put it over top of the butter. You can heat up the 

glass by running warm water over it or by putting it in the microwave for a few seconds. The 

butter under the glass will quickly soften and will be just the right consistency to easily cut 

and spread. Voila! 

Peel an orange with ease. 

Laziness is no longer an excuse for not eating your fruit! Oranges are delicious, but let’s face 

it, peeling them is a pain. But does it have to be? Not if you use this orange-peeling hack 

from Jewelpie.com. Put your orange down on a cutting board. Use a knife to slice off a thin 

bit from the end, and then do the same thing with the end opposite. Next, cut a 

perpendicular line. You want to go almost clean through the orange, but not all the way. 

Then you can pull both ends away from each other and stretch out the orange in a long strip. 

Then you can just grab each slice off the strip and enjoy! 

 

5. Cleaning Tips for Every Room in Your Home 

 



There are all kinds of methods and hacks for cleaning just about everything — some of them 

more effective than others. There are golden rules, 15-minute and 20-minute rules and 

various stage cleaning methods, which instruct you to follow two, three or up to five steps to 

help ensure that your home is spotless at all times. But, at the end of the day, most people 

are just looking for the best cleaning tips to help them clean faster, more effectively and less 

frequently. Luckily, we know how to separate fact from fiction when it comes to cleaning so 

you can actually get your home sparkling with minimal effort. 

Vacuum your dryer vent 

Once a year, pull your dryer away from the wall and disconnect the vent. Using the hose of 

your vacuum cleaner, reach into the vent as far as you possibly can and vacuum. 

Deep-clean your mattress 

Your bed needs a proper cleaning every few months to get rid of dust and dead skin cells, 

sweat and oils from your body. Remove and wash your sheets as usual. To clean your 

mattress, use a garment steamer and go over the top, sides and box spring thoroughly to kill 

any dust mites that may be hiding near the surface. Then use your vacuum's upholstery tool 

and go over your mattress again. (This will remove the dust mites steaming has killed.) 

Remove any stains with a carpet and upholstery cleaner without over-wetting the mattress. 

Update your gutters 

It's best to call in a professional when it's time to clean your gutters, but you can avoid 

having to make that call too often by having gutter covers installed that allow water to flow 

into the gutters while keeping leaves and other large debris out. 

Remove stains from car seats 

It may be hard (or downright impossible if you have kids), but implementing a no-eating-in-

the-car rule is the best way to keep car seats free of stains. To remove stains from fabric 

seats, use a liquid carpet cleaner or portable carpet cleaning machine. Leather seats should 

only be cleaned with leather cleaner. Don't forget a leather protector afterward! 

Vacuum your window blinds 

The best way to keep your window blinds clean and looking like new is to remove dust from 

them weekly. Using the dusting brush attachment on your vacuum, remove the dust from 

your blinds starting from the top slat, from left to right. Close the blinds in reverse and 

repeat on the opposite side. 

Keep windows sparkling year-round 



To clean your windows, wait for a cool, cloudy day and spray a glass cleaner onto the glass, 

wiping it with a clean microfiber cloth to avoid streaking. Avoid a common window-cleaning 

mistake by brushing or vacuuming dust from the window frame before wetting the surface. 

Restore your dishwasher 

 

Over time, excess food and grime will build up in your dishwasher's interior. Get in the habit 

of cleaning any remaining bits of foods — beans, pasta and so on — after each dishwashing 

cycle. Pull out the bottom rack to look for leftover food, and remove it with a paper towel to 

prevent future odors. Remove food bits from inside the filter too. 

Clean and disinfect your toilet 

Did you know you have to clean your toilet before disinfecting it?Apply a toilet bowl cleaner 

and let it sit for up to five minutes before scrubbing it with a stiff-bristled toilet brush. Wipe 

down the toilet seat and handle with disinfectant wipes, or use your favorite bathroom 

cleaner spray. Wipe away any grime, then apply a second layer of disinfectant cleaner and 

allow it to air-dry. 

Freshen your shower curtain 

To banish moldy spots, throw your plastic or vinyl curtain in the washing machine with a 

little detergent and bleach (if the curtain is white or clear) and add two or three old white 

towels for extra cleaning agitation. Then either hang the curtain to dry or put it in the dryer 

on low heat for three to four minutes or on air fluff only. To keep it fresher longer, stretch 

the curtain out after each shower to help moisture dissipate. 

 



5.1.  The Science Of Cleaning: Why We Clean And How To Do It Better 

 

Understanding the science behind cleaning is mandatory for healthy and hygienic living. 

Dusting hard surfaces, vacuuming carpets, and mopping floors are not enough for a clean 

abode. There is a lot more to keep dust, grime and lethal germs at bay. Unfortunately, most 

people don’t know the importance of a spick and span living space, which in turn, affects 

them psychologically and physically in the long run. Being a responsible homemaker in 

Sydney, you should know the frequency of house cleaning chores and the right methods. If 

you are vacating a rental property soon, contact the best company for fully-insured and 

professional end of lease cleaning Sydney. They understand the science, mechanism and 

everything to help attain sparkling results for the final inspection. With their guidance, you 

can return the property in a spick and span condition and retrieve your full bond amount 

without getting into any dispute. However, if you want to clean your home effectively, learn 

the science of cleaning, its importance and the right ways to banish dirt, dust and germs. 

This guide will make your work easier in maintaining a healthy abode all year round. Let’s 

Get Started! 

Why Do We Clean: Key Psychological And Practical Reasons 

People engage in back-breaking housekeeping chores to promote a healthy environment, 

aesthetic appeal and mental wellness. So, here are some psychological and practical reasons 

to help understand the importance of regular cleaning: 

1. It Promotes Good Health And Safety 

Health experts agree that regular house cleaning is essential to maintain good health. 

Keeping all rooms, surfaces, and highly contaminated surfaces regularly can prevent the 

spread of disease-causing germs and bacteria. Cleaning, especially dusting, helps reduce 



asthma and allergy symptoms and improves safety in the home. In fact, regular cleaning of 

kitchen countertops, appliances, sinks and faucets can prevent the breeding of E.coli and 

other foodborne illness pathogens. 

2. Improves Concentration Levels And Productivity 

A dirt-laden or messy home can be visually distracting- making it difficult to stay focused. 

Cleaning can help achieve a well-organised and serene space, boosting your concentration 

levels and productivity. Make sure you get rid of clutter or unnecessary stuff from your 

home in Sydney and make it look spacious and tidy. This will reduce visual noise, and allow 

your mind to concentrate for longer periods. In fact, implementing organisational systems, 

such as digital file management, labeled storage containers and regular tossing of junk 

promotes an organised, positive and productive environment. 

3. Maintains The Aesthetic Appeal 

Are you still wondering why we clean? A tidy and well-maintained home is crucial to elevate 

the curb appeal, especially when selling or vacating the property. Deep cleaning of 

bathrooms, kitchen surfaces, living areas, windows, carpets and floors can leave a great 

impression as it reflects your personality. That’s why tenants prefer hiring experienced 

professionals for quality end of lease cleaning in Sydney. They come fully equipped with all 

the tools and supplies to transform a dirty property into a sparkling glory. 

4. Supports Mental Wellbeing 

 

Studies have shown that people with cluttered homes are more likely to be stressed or 

depressed than those with a clean and organised home. A messed up home can evoke your 

stress levels and make you feel irritated. This can also affect your sleep quality and overall 



mental health. On the other hand, a clean and clutter-free home promotes emotional and 

mental benefits and reduces anxiety and gives you peace of mind and relaxation. 

5. Reduces Maintenance Costs 

Regular cleaning with the right products and methods can preserve the condition of 

different surfaces, such as hardwood floors, delicate carpets, upholstery, painted walls, 

polished furniture, tiles, and much more. Whether you are living in a rental property or own 

a house, make sure you pay attention to the HVAC systems and air filters, check for mould 

infestation in bathrooms, kitchen and other damp areas, deep clean kitchen appliances and 

regularly steam clean your carpets. This will keep them intact for years while reducing the 

overall property maintenance costs. Tip: It is good to follow the proven methods or hire 

professionals to achieve the best possible results without causing any damage. 

Key Basics To Understand The Science Of Cleaning 

 

Here are some pivotal aspects to understand the science of cleaning: 

1. Chemical Reactions Of Cleaning Agents 

Undoubtedly, cleaning products work via chemical reactions to break down or eliminate 

stains, grime and dirt. According to experts, there are five different types of cleaning agents, 

including: 

Surfactants: Such as store-bought dishwashing soaps, stain removers, mould cleaners, etc, 

that allow the water to spread and dissolve stains. 

Enzymatic cleaners: To eliminate complex organic stains, such as pet stains, blood and food 

spills. 



Acidic cleaners: This includes white vinegar, lemon and citric acid to remove rust stains and 

calcium deposits from all surfaces except natural stones. 

Alkaline Cleaners: These are basically ammonia-based cleaners. But you can use baking soda 

to remove oil, grease and protein stains. 

Disinfectants: These are used to kill germs and bacteria from different surfaces. 

It is good to use eco-friendly cleaning products to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 

protect the environment. 

2. Mechanical Action 

Removing mould stains, mineral deposits, and grime requires mechanical action. This means 

physical scrubbing, rubbing and wiping of the surface helps dislodge stains. Of course, you 

can use tools like scrubbers, soft-bristled brushes or sponge to apply a physical force and 

remove tough stains and grime from the surface. However, it is important to know which 

surface needs blotting, mild scrubbing or abrasive scrubbing. Thus, people prefer hiring 

professional cleaners because they understand the science and mechanical action of 

cleaning. 

3. Surface Interactions 

This is a crucial aspect. It is important to remember that different surfaces need different 

treatments. For instance, scrubbing carpet stains can damage its fibres. Similarly, using white 

vinegar on marble or limestone can cause discolouration. So, learn the properties and 

interactions with different cleaning products. Here is a complete guide on cleaning an amtico 

floor to perfection. You can discover more ways or hire professionals for quality cleaning. 

Tips To Clean A House In A Better And Effective Way 

Here are some pro tips and tricks to help attain a clean, shiny and hygienic home for your 

family: 

1. Dust From Top To Bottom 

First of all! Grab a clean microfiber cloth or duster with an extendable handle to dislodge 

accumulated dust and debris. It is always good to start with your ceiling fans and walls to 

prevent dust from setting on surfaces, such as couches or carpets that you have already 

cleaned. This will also help you cover all nooks and crannies when preparing for a rental 

inspection. 

2. Use Advanced Cleaning Tools 



Leverage the benefits of technology-driven cleaning gadgets to maintain a clean abode. You 

can invest in a robot vacuum machine, UV-C disinfection, steam cleaner, etc, to boost 

cleaning efficiency even if you are busy at work. 

3. Pay Attention To Natural Or Biodegradable Cleaners 

Prepare DIY cleaners at home with vinegar, baking soda, lemon, hydrogen peroxide, castile 

soap, etc, to clean your windows, oven, microwave, carpets, bathrooms, and other surfaces. 

White vinegar is a great solution for multi-purpose cleaning. 

Baking soda can help clean, disinfect, and deodorise all surfaces 

Hydrogen peroxide is perfect for mould elimination 

Lemon is a natural disinfectant. 

4. Clean Your House Frequently 

 

It is good to create a house cleaning schedule and involve your family in the process of 

maintaining a clean and shiny abode. Divide days for bathroom cleaning, kitchen cleaning, 

carpet vacuuming, and other important tasks. Preparing a weekly house cleaning checklist 

can make a huge difference and help you keep a clean, shiny and organised home without 

any elbow grease. If possible, you can include your kids and other family members in the 

process and delegate tasks depending on their age and potential. This will also help you stay 

consistent with your housekeeping chores. 

5. Follow Proper Cleaning Techniques 

It is important to follow the right techniques  for effective cleaning. Do not scrub the delicate 

surface hard or wipe down the glass surface with a newspaper. Make sure you mop your 

floors with a damp microfiber cloth and check the cleaning code before sprucing up your 



upholstery. If you are unsure how to clean a rental property, book seasoned end of lease 

cleaners in Sydney and secure your hard-earned bond money. 

 

Conclusion 

Incorporating these easy DIY home hacks into your living space can lead to significant 

improvements in both comfort and functionality. Whether you're looking to declutter, 

brighten up a room, or add a touch of style, these simple solutions offer practical ways to 

enhance your home without breaking the bank. By getting creative and thinking outside the 

box, you can transform your living space into a more enjoyable and inviting environment for 

yourself and your loved ones to enjoy. 
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